
Islington U3A Shorter Walks Group

Walk/Distance Cassiobury Park and Whippendell Wood (Watford) 6.5 miles 
circular walk

Date/Time Thursday 15 April – a half day walk

Meeting up & travel Meet at the Exit of Watford Underground station for 10.45am start.
There is a 9.50am train from St Pancras Metropolitan Line which 
arrives at Watford at 10.35am.
Return by same route - return trains are every 15 mins to Baker 
Street.

Route & Terrain This is an attractive circular country walk starting by following the 
River Gade through a nature reserve, then in and out of the 
Whippendell woods, across a golf course and past farmland.
There are some uphills, one gentle and short, the other fairly steep
and up to 10 minutes (about ¼ mile) long. The paths are a mix of 
tarmac surfaces, rough and narrow woodland paths, tracks and 
country lanes. 

Timing The walking time is 2.5 hours excluding a brief coffee stop shortly 
after arriving at Cassiobury Park. Lunch will be towards the end of 
the walk either at the Cha café in Cassiobury Park or some may 
prefer to bring a picnic to have near the river Gade at picnic tables.

Potential hazards The path winds through trees in Whippendell and there are several
tree roots to be aware of; it is also narrow and at times suitable 
only for single file walking.  It could be muddy after recent rain; 
beware of golfers hitting on the golf course and cross only when 
appropriate.

Pace Medium walking pace .

Clothing/footwear Hiking boots/shoes. A pole could be useful for the rougher tracks 
in the woods and the uphills.
Otherwise be prepared for whatever weather the forecast 
suggests either (or possibly both) waterproofs or sunscreen and 
hats.

Toilets Cha café in Cassiobury Park at the coffee and lunch breaks.

Shortening the walk Not possible.

Leader’s Contacts Email: shorterwalks.iu3a@gmail.com
Walk Leaders:  Dee Austin and Chris Cox 
Leaders’ mobiles:  Dee 07951 986546, Chris 07910 114459  (for 
contact on the day).
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Links http://cassioburypark.info/whippendell-wood/
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